Abstract. Plasma probes are well established diagnostic tools. They are not complicated, relatively easy to construct and to handle. The easiest and fastest accessible parameter is their floating potential. However, the floating potential of a cold probe is not very significant. Much more important and relevant is the plasma potential. But in most types of plasmas, consisting mainly of electrons and only positive ions, the floating potential is more negative than the plasma potential by a factor proportional to the electron temperature. Obviously this is due to the much higher mobility of the electrons. We present a review on probes whose floating potential is close to or ideally equal to the plasma potential. Such probes we name Plasma Potential Probes (PPP) and they can either be Electron Emissive Probes (EEP) or so-called Electron Screening Probes (EPS). These probes make it possible to measure the plasma potential directly and thus with high temporal resolution. An EEP compensates the plasma electron current by an electron emission current from the probe into the plasma, thereby rendering the current-voltage characteristic symmetric with respect to the plasma potential and shifting the floating potential towards the plasma potential. Only the simplest case of an EEP floating exactly on the plasma potential is discussed here in which case no sheath is present around the probe. An ESP, principally operable only in strong magnetic fields, screens off most of the plasma electron current from the probe collector, taking advantage of the fact that the gyro radius of electrons is usually much smaller than that of the ions. Also in this case we obtain a symmetric current-voltage characteristic and a shift of the probe's floating potential towards the plasma potential. We have developed strong and robust EEPs and two types of ESPs, called BUnker Probes (BUP), for the use in the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) of Medium-Size Tokamaks (MST), and other types of strongly magnetized hot plasmas. These probes are presented in detail.
Introduction
Probes are almost as old as the realization that the socalled "fourth state of matter" is something very peculiar. It was Sir William Crookes who in a lecture for the British Association for the Advancement of Sciences at Sheffield, Friday, August 22, 1879, spoke the famous words: "So distinct are these phenomena from anything, which occurs in air or gas at the ordinary tension, that we are led to assume that we are here brought face to face with matter in a fourth state or condition, a condition as far removed from the state of gas as gas is from liquid" [1, 2] . This is the story we usually hear. However, in his speech Crookes was actually referring to Michael Faraday who claimed as a e-mail: Roman.Schrittwieser@uibk.ac.at early as in 1819 that "matter may be classed into four states -solid, liquid, gaseous, and radiant" [2] ! At his time, Faraday could not yet prove his claim, but he could show the probability of the existence of "radiant matter" "in a series of ingenious analogical arguments". Crookes adopted the term "radiant matter" in his speech. And it was also Crookes himself who used additional small electrodes in his experiments with gas discharges to find out what is going on in them. This was the hour of birth of plasma probes.
But of course, plasma probes (including emissive probes!) are inseparably connected to the name of the plasma pioneer Irving Langmuir who in his seminal work in 1923 [3, 4] for the first time points out on p. 4 of [3, 4] "that very serious errors are made by attempting to measure potentials in ionised gases by using sounding electrodes" (i.e. cold probes). Further on, Langmuir describes two "simple methods by which the true space potentials can be measured". Langmuir continues: "In the first method a tungsten filament is used as sounding electrode, so arranged that it can be heated when desired" describing how the filament attains the same potential as the space around when the filament is sufficiently heated. This was the hour of birth of the emissive probe.
In the next paragraph on p. 4 of [3, 4] Langmuir describes the second method to determine the plasma potential by a cold probe (a "sounding probe") "by plotting the current on a semi-logarithmic paper against the potential". He continues "it is thus found that there is a definite kink in the curve at the point when the electrode potential is the same as that of the surrounding space". This method is the most familiar to us to determine the plasma potential (see also [5] ).
Thus plasma probes are among the oldest plasma diagnostic tools, they are simple and inexpensive with good spatial and temporal resolution. Although they are usually accredited to Langmuir and often also denominated with his name, not only Crookes has used plasma probes before Langmuir, but e.g. also Stark et al. [6] .
Basic considerations
The spatial profile and the temporal evolution of the plasma potential Φ pl are decisive not only for the overall stability of a plasma but also for the loss of plasma confinement, in particular in the case of a magnetically confined plasma such as in toroidal fusion experiments. Very important in this context is the electric field and its fluctuations in the edge region since edge plasma turbulence can give rise to the fluctuation-induced radial particle flux and to important effects such as the Reynolds stress (see e.g. [7] ).
In this context we would like to remind us that the plasma potential solely depends on the densities of the positive and negative charge carriers but not on the specific form of the velocity distribution functions, in particular not on particle drifts or beams. The plasma potential is determined by Poisson's equation, where the charge density ρ = e(n i -n e ) is due to the presence of free positive and negative charge carriers (with the number densities n i,e of ions and electrons, respectively). Assuming a conventional isotropic plasma with electrons and only singlecharged positive ions we have:
In view of its relevance for such phenomena it is of utmost importance to gain as much as possible information on the behaviour of Φ pl . Unfortunately, however, there are very few diagnostics which are able to measure this parameter with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. There are intricate methods such as electron beams and heavy ion beams but these are not easily applicable in all types of plasma and are also expensive. Therefore the practically only diagnostic tools which permit a comprehensive determination of Φ pl and, by use of probe arrays, of the electric field E = −grad Φ pl , are plasma probes of various types and principles.
A reliable determination of the plasma potential and its spatial profile and temporal variations is, however, not an easy task. Usually Cold Langmuir Probes (CLP) would be quoted as diagnostic tools which could deliver this important parameter. The current-voltage characteristic (I p -V p characteristic) of a CLP, i.e., the total current I p to the probe as function of the applied probe voltage V p , delivers in principle all information on the electron and ion density, n e,i , the electron temperature, T e , the floating potential V fl and the plasma potential Φ pl (see for instance [8] [9] [10] [11] ). But this works properly only in a Maxwellian plasma, i.e. a plasma with Maxwellian velocity distribution functions of electrons and ions. Then, as described by Langmuir [5] , the inflection point or the "knee" of the I p -V p characteristic, i.e. the transition from the electron retarding field region to the electron saturation current region is usually taken as more or less reliable measure of Φ pl . Often it is, however, ignored that the entire characteristic of a cold probe shifts to the negative side and will therefore deliver erroneous results for the plasma potential whenever there is a strong deviation of the electron velocity distribution function from a Maxwellian one, for instance when there is a considerable electron drift, an electron beam or runaway electrons.
Furthermore we have to keep in mind that for the probe as such the reference potential is the plasma potential Φ pl , while for recording the I p -V p characteristic, V p has to be referred to an external potential which in a plasma device usually is the grounded wall or one of the electrodes of the discharge that produces the plasma. This is an essential problem of plasma potential measurements with probes.
Particle fluxes and basic facts on plasma probes
The easiest measureable parameter of a plasma probe is its floating potential V fl , which in case of a CLP is of limited worth since V fl,cp will usually be more negative than the far more important plasma potential Φ pl 1 . The reason for this is the usually strong imbalance between the magnitudes of the electron and ion current densities in a conventional plasma.
Even in a pure hydrogen plasma ("protium" plasma, to be exact [12] ), the mass ratio of the ions to electrons, m i /m e , is 1836. Assuming an isotropic Maxwellian plasma (i.e. with the velocity distribution functions of the ions and electrons being both Maxwellians in all directions), and a rather low plasma density so that it is collisionless or just weakly collisional, the mean velocities of ions (index "i") and electrons (index "e") are given by:
1 Please note that the symbol V fl will be used for the floating potential of any type of probe, V fl,cp will signify the floating potential of a Cold Langmuir Probe (CLP), V fl,ep the floating potential of an Electron Emissive Probe (EEP), V fl,sp of an Electron Screening Probe (EPS).
Here T * i,e is the ion/electron temperature in K. In the following we will use the convenient definition of the temperature in plasma physics: k B T * i,e = T i,e in eV. For equal temperatures of ions and electrons T i ∼ = T e , the ratio of their mean velocitiesv i /v e thus comes down to m e /m i , which for a protium plasma yields about 1/43, or 1/61 for a deuterium plasma.
Only in exotic plasmas, with the ions being much hotter than the electrons, or with a significant fraction of negative ions this ratio could become larger. To produce similar values ofv e andv i in a conventional Maxwellian plasma the temperature of the ions would have to be larger by a factor of m i /m e than the electron temperature. On the contrary, for instance in a glow discharge plasma the electron temperature is usually by up to two orders of magnitude higher than that of the ions, so that the ratiov i /v e would even for a protium plasma be significantly smaller than 1/43.
Since, strictly speaking, the current densities of electrons and ions, and thus also the currents as such, have opposite signs, we have always to compare their magnitudes. For the random electric current densities |j i,e | in a conventional isotropic Maxwellian plasma (which we assume to be also quasineutral: n i ∼ = n e ∼ = n pl ) we therefore get:
The factor 1/4 stems from the integration of the particle flux onto a unit surface of any area inside the plasma from all directions of the half-space in front it. Note that so far we have assumed an isotropic plasma (without magnetic field).
With A pi /A pe being the effective areas of the probe for collection of ions/electrons, in terms of currents we have:
In case of a CLP we have, however, to take into account that the ion velocity in front of a negatively biased probe has to fulfil the Bohm criterion [13] , i.e., it must be at least equal to the ion acoustic velocity, v a = (T e + γT i )/m i (with γ being the adiabatic coefficient for ions which, as usual, we assume to be γ = 3). This requires the formation of a presheath in front of the actual probe sheath to accelerate the ions to v a [13] [14] [15] . This in turn leads to a slight reduction of the ion density in front of the sheath edge so that the eventual value of the ion saturation current I is to a negatively biased probe will be:
For the electron saturation current, on the other hand, we can take equation (4):
Since we will mainly concentrate on the use of probes in strongly magnetized, and thus non-isotropic plasmas, in particular the electrons will propagate almost on onedimensional trajectories. In this case the mean electron velocity has to be modified and equation (6) will become:
As we will see further down, in strong magnetic fields the effective collecting areas A pi /A pe of a probe can differ for ions and electrons. The ion/electron currents given in equations (5) and (7) are equal to the saturated probe currents when a CLP is sufficiently biased negatively/ positively with respect to Φ pl to completely repel the random electron/ion current in the plasma. Therefore we use the denominations I is,es for these currents.
It goes without saying that in any non-Maxwellian and/ or non-isotropic plasma, which is not quasineutral or where especially the electrons have a drift due to a current flowing through the plasma, or where there is an electron beam due to some external electric field, the mean electron velocity could differ strongly from the Maxwellian value. Such effects can for instance also be caused by double layers forming in a plasma [16, 17] . We point out that in such cases a sufficiently strong Electron-Emissive Probe (EEP) will still work properly, be it in a magnetized or nonmagnetized plasma, whereas an Electron-Screening Probe (ESP) needs a magnetized plasma and works properly in principle only in Maxwellian plasmas.
As a consequence of equation (1), equation (4) shows that the magnitude of the random electron current in such a plasma is much higher than that of the ions. Obviously also the saturation currents to a CLP (Eqs. (5) and (7)) are strongly different. This has three unpleasant consequences:
(i) For strong negative/positive biases on a CLP the positive/negative currents drawn by the probe I is,es will be strongly different in magnitude.
(ii) The current-voltage characteristic (I p -V p characteristic) of the probe will be asymmetric around Φ pl . (iii) The probe's floating potential V fl,cp will be more negative than Φ pl by a factor proportional to the electron temperature T e (see Eq. (8) and the black line in Fig. 1 ).
Considering the plasma potential Φ pl as the most important parameter, we have made efforts to develop probes with which we could measure it directly. This means our efforts were concentrated on the development of probes which float on, or at least approximately near Φ pl , since measuring a floating potential is not only easy but also guarantees high spatial and temporal resolution, the latter being limited practically only by the scanning rate of the data acquisition system (>MHz). For simplicity we have named such probes Plasma Potential Probes (PPP). Sure, in a Maxwellian plasma without any electron drift or beam we could derive Φ pl also from the I p -V p characteristic of a CLP [5, 8] , but this means that the I p -V p characteristic has to be scanned as fast as possible, for which there are also physical limits, mainly due to capacitive effects of the probe sheath. And even with a high scanning rate and automatizing the evaluation of an I p -V p characteristic as well as possible, the best temporal resolution to determine any temporal evolution of Φ pl would be in range of tens of kHz [18] .
Another important advantage of a floating probe is that there is no net current through it as positive and negative currents cancel each other. And since a PPP is supposed to float more or less exactly on Φ pl , there should in principle be no sheath around it, wherefore it will cause the least perturbation to the plasma [19] , and we do not need to take into account space charge limiting effects of the probe current or orbital motion effects. In case of an EEP there is a caveat here which will be discussed below in Section 2.
Moreover, possible damages of the probe by hot and hazardous plasmas will be the least for a probe floating on the plasma potential. Any probe bias apart from V fl ∼ = Φ pl , which is inevitable when recording the probe's I p -V p characteristic, will lead to a net current from the plasma to the probe. In particular in hot plasmas the sweeping range of the probe voltage has to be up to ±100 V or even more. For negative biases this can lead to secondary electron emission from the probe into the plasma or even to sputtering of the probe surface due to energetic ions. In case of positively biasing the probe might be heated up to emission or even above the melting point due to a strong electron current I es or might even start evaporating. Both effects can not only lead to damages of the probe or its untimely death, but the sputtered-off or evaporated probe material can also deposit on other parts of the vacuum system, there possibly giving rise to unwanted short circuits or leakage currents.
So to attain V fl ∼ = Φ pl our efforts must be directed to compensate the strong difference between the magnitudes of the positive/negative probe currents I is,es . This is tantamount to making the probe's current-voltage characteristic (I p -V p characteristic) symmetric with respect to Φ pl .
Basically there are two methods to attain this goal:
(i) The plasma electron current |I es | towards the probe can be compensated by an approximately equal electron emission current |I em | from the probe into the plasma. (ii) The excess of random plasma electron current |I es |, as compared to the ion current |I is |, must be screened off the probe until it roughly equals |I is |.
Method (i):
This is realised in EEPs by heating the probe until sufficient electron emission occurs due to the Richardson-Dushman effect [20] . We emphasize here that an EEP would still work properly, i.e., floating on Φ pl , if the total plasma electron current is higher than the random current (Eq. (4)) due to additional effects, provided that the emission current is high enough to compensate also the additional electron current. Mainly we refer to electron drifts or additional electron beams and it means that an EEP is therefore the only diagnostic tool for measuring spatial profiles of Φ pl in plasmas e.g. with DLs [16, 17] or even more complicated potential formations (see e.g. [21, 22] ). Furthermore EEPs do work also in non-magnetized plasmas.
As we have seen also the EEP has been first described by Langmuir [3] [4] [5] . He found that the floating potential of a conventional wire loop EEP jumped from a negative value of the voltage for an unheated wire to a more positive value when the wire was strongly heated. A more detailed description and treatment of the EEP and our contribution to their development by Schneider et al. [23, 24] is presented in Section 2.
Method (ii): This can in principle only be attained in strong magnetic fields in Maxwellian plasmas with ESPs such as Ball-Pen Probes (BPP) [25] [26] [27] or the new BUnker Probe (BUP) by Costea et al. [28] . ESPs are all based on the principle of the probe developed by Katsumata and Okazaki [29, 30] . The cylindrical collector of this probe was inserted in a metallic screening tube, isolated from it. When this probe was inserted perpendicular to the strong magnetic field B of a Q-machine ( [31, 32] ) and the collector was retracted inside the tube, the electrons could be screened-off geometrically from the collector due to their much smaller gyro radii in B, whereas ions could still reach the collector on their much wider helical trajectories. By varying how far the collector was retracted inside the screening tube, Katsumata could successfully scan the energy distribution of the ions perpendicular to B, almost -but not completely -without electrons.
Adámek et al. [25] [26] [27] took use of this principle for another purpose. Taking advantage of the finding that even with a deeply retracted collector still a small electron current could find its way to the collector due to E × B drift effects, they developed the Ball-Pen Probe (BPP). And for almost equal magnitudes of the ion and the electron current a symmetric I p -V p characteristic was obtained with the floating potential indeed very precisely on the plasma potential, thus V fl,sp ∼ = Φ pl . A more detailed description of the BBP and the ESP derived from it (BUP) is presented in Section 3. Figure 1 shows the modes of action of the two methods schematically.
The black line in Figure 1 shows an I p -V p characteristic of a CLP in a conventional Maxwellian plasma schematically, here shown in the physical current direction. Whereas for the plasma the reference potential for the I p -V p characteristic is Φ pl , in reality (as we have seen) an I p -V p characteristic can only be recorded with respect to an external reference electrode. The plasma potential can be derived from the inflection point of the characteristic but -as mentioned above -only by evaluating more or less the entire the I p -V p characteristic each time [18] .
For a very negative bias of the probe with respect to Φ pl , only ions can reach the probe whereas electrons are repelled. On the positive side, when all ions are repelled, only electrons can flow towards the probe giving rise to current with a much higher magnitude than that of the ions; therefore, as mentioned above (Eqs. (5)- (7), respectively), |I is | << |I es |, and V fl is shifted towards the negative side, away from the plasma potential.
The red dashed line in Figure 1 shows a schematic example of an EEP characteristic with the electron emission current I em from the probe into the plasma superposing on the current of ions from the plasma towards the probe I is . Usually the emission current I em is then much higher than the ion current I is to the probe, the latter becoming almost negligible. We see the shift of the floating potential of the EEP, V fl,ep , to the positive side, becoming equal to Φ pl .
Ideally the plasma electron current on the right-hand side of the I p -V p characteristic of an EEP is not altered by the electron emission of the probe since the emitted electrons cannot leave the probe surface when the probe is more positive than the plasma. In reality under certain circumstances, mainly depending on the geometry of the probe, the electron current is yet sometimes perturbed by the emission effect [33, 34] , but this has not necessarily any effect on the floating potential V fl,ep .
The blue dotted line shows a schematic example of an ESP characteristic where the magnitude of the plasma electron current towards the probe, |I es |, is reduced by the screening tube until becoming approximately equal to the magnitude of the ion current, |I is |. Analogously to the case of the EEP, here the ion current on the left-hand side of the I p -V p characteristic should ideally not be altered by the screening of the electron current. But in reality also the ion current is slightly diminished by the screening tube [25-27].
Idealized theory of the floating CLP
In order to understand the working principles of EEPs and ESPs, we have briefly to return to the principle of a CLP: For floating conditions, i.e., probe current I p = 0, we obtain the following simplified relation between the cold floating potential V fl,cp and the plasma potential Φ pl [35, 36] :
For the sake of completeness we have to mention that another frequently applied method to determine Φ pl , especially often applied in toroidal fusion experiment, is to measure the floating potential of a CLP, V fl,cp , and to transform equation (8) :
So if T e can be determined simultaneously, the plasma potential can in principle be calculated. However, not only reliable measurements of T e as such are difficult, with temporal or spatial variations of T e the calculation of Φ pl (V fl,cp ,T e ) can become very complicated or even impossible. If more than one CLP is used for instance to determine the electric field component in the direction of the connection length of the two probes, often it is simply assumed that T e , including its fluctuations, is the same on the positions of the two probes, and for T e an educated guess is made. It goes without saying that frequently this is a rather daring assumption.
Also from equation (8) we see that V fl,cp is always more negative than Φ pl by the factor α cp T e /e = ln(|I es |/|I is |) T e /e which, according to Eqs. (5) and (7), depends on the ion mass m i , the temperature T e , but also on the effective collecting area of the probe A pe or A pi . In a strong magnetic field, as e.g. in a tokamak with B around 1 T, and in the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) with T e ∼ = 50 eV (see Sect. 3.1), the electron gyro radius r e ∼ = 16.8 µm, while for deuterium and also T i ∼ = 50 eV, r i ∼ = 1.02 mm. These values have to be set in relation to the dimensions of a typical cylindrical probe pin (radius r p ∼ = 0.5 mm, length l p ∼ = 3 mm) [7] . Following [35] , we therefore assume that for the electrons the effective probe collecting area corresponds only to twice the cross section of the probe pin A pe = 2 · 2r p l p , whereas the ions are less magnetized in the surroundings of the probe, "seeing" the entire surface of the cylinder, including the circular top: A pi = π 2r p l p + r 2 p . Inserting equations (5) and (7) and n e ∼ = n i ∼ = n pl , in this case |I es |/|I is | will become:
For our values for r p , l p , and m i (deuterium) we obtain, |I es |/|I is | ∼ = 23.2, and for α cp we get α cp ∼ = 3.15. This value is in good agreement with previous considerations and measurements (see e.g. [26, 35] ). We note that under our exemplary conditions the electron/ion saturation currents to a probe pin are: I es ∼ = 22.6 A and I is ∼ = 0.975 A, respectively.
Electron Emissive Probes (EEP)

Basics of electron emissive probes (EEP)
Sellen et al. [37] and Kemp and Sellen [38] were among the first to use emissive wire probes for direct measurements of the plasma potential by using the floating potential method under strong electron emission. Another important, however, indirect method was later described by Smith et al. [39] who argued that the inflection point of an emissive probe characteristic, at moderate emission current, yields a more precise measure for the plasma potential. Later on, eminent contributions to the plasma diagnosis with emissive probes were made especially by Hershkowitz and his group [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Other papers were devoted mainly to the experimental and theoretical principles of emissive probes [19, 21, [33] [34] [35] [36] . Also dust grains have turned out to become emissive when heated in dusty plasmas [78] .
Until the end of the 1990's emissive probes were used almost exclusively in low-temperature plasma devices, and even this rather seldom. As for instance Hershkowitz comments [11] on Chen [8] : "they [EEPs] have not found widespread use because of problems associated with strong electron emission and because of generally negative comments about them in previous review articles". This was probably also the reason that, as far as we know, the first successful applications of emissive probes in small tokamaks (CASTOR and ISTTOK) were reported not before the year 2000 [19, 26, 35, 51, 52, 61, 72] (see also [23, 24] ). One use is reported in Alcator C-Mod [79] .
While a detailed review on EEPs is not within the scope of the present paper, for the most comprehensive presentation of EEPs we refer especially to the excellent review by Sheehan and Hershkowitz [46] . Also the recent paper by Sheehan et al. [50] is very recommendable to give information on the practical use of EEPs.
As it has recently become more and more obvious that in future large tokamaks such as ITER [80] the plasma heat flux onto Plasma Facing Components (PFC) can be as high 60 MW m −2 , a strong heating of the divertor plates up to white glow and consequent electron emission cannot be completely ruled out. This has renewed the interest in the interaction of plasmas with emissive walls [81] [82] [83] since, if the entire divertor becomes emissive, this will obviously have a drastic effect on the entire tokamak plasma.
Since we are mainly interested in a handy and straightforward use of EEPs for measuring the plasma potential in the simplest and most convenient way with high temporal resolution, we settle here for the basic property of such a probe assuming that it really floats on the plasma potential. We therefore also ignore the possible formation of space charge sheaths around the probe. An electrode that has exactly the same potential as the surrounding plasma has per definitionem no sheath in front of it, implying that the ion and electron fluxes from the plasma are not deflected or in any way hampered by an electric field in front of the EEP. We have therefore also not to worry about space charge limiting effects or orbital motions of the particles around the probe. Likewise also the emitted electron flux is not affected in any way.
An electron emissive probe is usually realized by a small half-loop of a tungsten or thoriated tungsten wire or a wire of another refractory metal (Ta, Mo or Re) with a diameter of 0.05-0.2 mm. The two ends of this half-loop are pulled through the two bores of a double-bore ceramic tube and are at the other end connected by feed-throughs to an external power supply. Thus the loop can be heated to the necessary temperature for electron emission. In order to heat only the protruding refractory wire loop but not the parts inside the ceramic tube, we have devised a simple method to increase the conductivity of the wires inside the bores: the tungsten wires are spliced with a number of very thin copper threads which on the other end of the ceramic tube also provide the connection to the power supply or battery. For more details see our previous works [19, 35, 57, 61, 72] . Figure 2 shows a schematic presentation of an emissive wire probe with the particle fluxes and currents, respectively, on it.
For an emissive probe, equation (8) modifies as follows [19, 36] :
Here V fl,ep is the actual floating potential of the EEP which changes with the emission current I ep . V fl,ep is obviously equal to V fl,cp for I ep = 0 (i.e. for a CLP) and will approach Φ pl for increasing probe heating, i.e. increasing emission current I ep . The factor α ep (which in Eq. (8) was called α cp ) now becomes: [57] . On the right-hand side up the particle fluxes to and from the probe are shown schematically, below the corresponding electric currents are indicated.
As we can see, α ep is also proportional to the difference between the plasma potential Φ pl and the floating potential of the emissive probe V fl,ep .
For the emission current I ep we have to insert Richardson-Dushman's emission law [20] :
with A ep being the effective emitting area of the probe, A * the Richardson constant, k B the Boltzmann constant, T w the temperature of the wire and W w the work function of the wire material (see Table 1 in [23] ).
The theoretical value of A * is given by:
with h = 6.626 × 10 −34 J s being Planck's constant. But for various materials A * can deviate very strongly from this value (see Tab. 1 in [23] ).
From equation (11) we see that for increasing emission current I ep , the second term decreases and vanishes for
while α ep in equation (12) becomes zero. Thus when the emission current just compensates the electron saturation current (minus the -generally negligible -ion saturation current), the floating potential of such a probe equals the plasma potential:
This is what we want! Of course this derivation is simplified insofar as we have neglected the possible formation of space charges in front of an EEP [76, 77, 83, 84] . Especially if there is a strong mismatch between the temperatures T em of the emitted electrons and of the plasma electrons T e , several experiments [33, 34] , theoretical [59, 60, 65] and numerical investigations [84] have indicated that the floating potential even of a very strongly emitting electrode in a plasma could always remain below Φ pl . Inevitably the emitted electrons have a very low temperature which approximately corresponds to that of the emitting material, thus T em ∼ = T w ∼ = 0.2 eV, while practically all conceivable plasmas have higher temperatures, save exotic ones like Q-machine plasmas whose electrons stem also from thermionic emission [31, 32] . But discharge plasmas can per se hardly have any lower electron temperature than at least one eV, thus about five times higher than T em . We refer here in particular to the seminal work by Marek et al. [34] who compared three plasmas with electron temperatures T e between 0.3 eV and almost 5 eV, coming to the conclusion that only for lower values of T e < 1 eV the floating potential of a conventional wire EEP, V fl,ep , is close to Φ pl , whereas for higher values of T e , above a few eV, V fl,ep tends to stay below Φ pl .
In their theoretical papers [59,60,65] Takamura et al. also come to the conclusion that V fl,ep remains always below Φ pl by a value around 0.9 T e .
Gyergyek and Kovačič carried out many complex PIC (Particle-In Cell) investigations of a plasma with one electron emitting surface [84] . They found that there can be complex space charge structures in front of the emitting surface with several maxima and minima, thus even more complicated than DLs [16, 17] . Also other authors came to this conclusion [76, 77, 83] . On the other hand, Campanell and Umansky [82] showed that a strongly emitting surface is unable to float below the plasma potential.
Also experimental data obtained with a laser-heated EEP showed that sometimes even in a helicon discharge plasma with T e ∼ = 6 eV, V fl,ep can reach values above Φ pl where the latter one was determined in the conventional way from the first derivative of the I p -V p characteristic of a CLP (the unheated EEP), specifically Φ pl = 10.6 V, V fl,ep = 11.2 V (see Fig. 4 in [74] ).
Another evidence that EEPs do not necessarily float below Φ pl can be drawn from experiments with selfemitting probes and Ball-Pen Probes (BPP) [25, 26] even in the plasmas of the COMPASS tokamak and ASDEX Upgrade [85] , i.e., in Medium-Size Tokamaks (MST) for electron temperatures in the range of a 10 eV and more. A graphite CLP pin on a probe head with several BPPs and CLPs was heated so strongly by the heat and particle flux in the SOL of COMPASS and ASDEX Upgrade that a few tens of ms after insertion of the probe into the SOL the pin became strongly electron emissive. This was observed on its floating potential V fl,ep which suddenly jumped to much more positive values, and comparisons with the floating potential of a nearby BPP, V fl,sp , showed that the values were almost equal, i.e. V fl,ep ∼ = V fl,sp . Since the floating potential of a BPP has been proven to be a reliable measure of the plasma potential [26] , we conclude from these results, that the self-emitting graphite probe was also floating around Φ pl .
For a more detailed discussion of the BPP and other Electron Screening Probes (ESP) see further below.
Emission current of EEPs
The most crucial point of an EEP is the emission current |I ep |, which has, as we have seen (Eq. (15)) at least to be equal to the difference between the magnitudes of the saturation currents of the electrons and that of the ions (Eqs. (5) and (7)). In the following, for more generality, we resort to the current densities, i.e., from [23] we take the following condition, which the emitted current density has to fulfill to comply with equation (15):
For our exemplary deuterium SOL plasma with T e = 50 eV, B ∼ = 1 T, and now a typical SOL density of n pl ∼ = 10 19 m −3 we obtain |j es |-|j is | ∼ = 3.69 × 10 6 A m −2 . For extreme electron temperatures of T e ∼ = 100 eV near the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) (infinitesimally close to the separatrix) of a MST, |j es |-|j is | can become as high as 5.28 × 10 6 A m −2 . These values have to be set in relation to the highest possible emission current densities from various materials. Schneider et al. [23, 24] have shown that the best suited electron-emitting material, combining a relatively low work function of W w = 3.35 eV and a high heat resistance up to 3420 K, is titanium carbide (TiC). The above current density of |j es |-|j is | = 5.28 × 10 6 A m −2 for n pl ∼ = 10 19 m −3 and T e = 100 eV is matched by the emission current density |j ep | of TiC for a temperature of 3000 K, thus safe 420 K below its sublimation point.
Alternative heating methods for an EEP
Although the direct electric heating method of a conventional EEP, consisting of a high melting metallic wire loop, is the simplest and most straightforward, it has several drawbacks:
− The most frequently used materials are refractory metals such as W, Ta, Mo or Re, which all have high work functions W w and therefore low electron emission (Eq. (13) above, and Tab. 1 in [24] ). − This means that wires of these metals need to be heated very strongly for sufficient emission, often close to their melting points. This increases the evaporation of the probe wire and reduces their lifetime. For application in the SOL of MSTs they are practically out of question. − The form of a conventional EEP is more or less limited to a loop of wire. This makes it necessarily larger than a CLP, which can be made of a single probe pin carried by a single ceramic tube. − A current-carrying wire loop as shown in Figure 2 can be twisted by the Lorentz force when the EEP is used in magnetized plasmas. This is especially critical for variable magnetic fields and/or when the EEP is e.g. moved rapidly in and out from the SOL by a probe manipulator, staying only for short times inside it, as it is a necessity in MSTs. − Since there is a voltage-drop along a current-carrying wire loop, such an EEP is not an equipotential surface. Therefore measurements of the floating potential are ambiguous. − A wire loop EEP needs two long wires and an external power supply or battery for the heating current. Especially in the case of large experiments, such as MSTs, the cable connections to the power supply can be very long. This increases the capacity of the circuit, thereby reducing the temporal resolution [21] .
To circumvent the problems of electrically heated wire-EEPs, various efforts were made to develop EEPs that can be heated indirectly. Fink et al. [86] developed an EEP in the form of a narrow cylinder of LaB 6 , closed on one side, heated by a separate filament inside. Ineluctably this probe construction became rather voluminous. We have successfully developed various types of laserheated EEPs [36, 69, [73] [74] [75] . Inevitably the construction of such an EEP is more intricate than of a conventional wire EEP, but our latest development of a laser-heated EEP was not larger than a one-pin CLP and could be moved radially while being heated steadily by a focused IR laser beam [73] [74] [75] . The probe collector consisted of just a LaB 6 pin of 1 mm diameter and 2 mm length.
In spite of the obvious advantages of a laser-heated EEP such a probe would be too intricate for the use on an MST probe manipulator. Aside from any possible interaction of the heating laser beam with the plasma to be investigated, it would be extremely complicated to construct a lasersystem which would follow a probe pin on a probe head from the retracted rest position into the plasmas during its insertion into the SOL by the probe manipulator. Also an EEP that is heated by a focused laser beam solely in the rest position is no good choice since our considerations have shown that the temperature of the probe pin will decrease to non-emissive temperatures during the insertion of the probe into the plasma [87] . And even though it will be heated there again by the heat flux of the plasma, possibly becoming self-emitting [85, 86, 88, 89] , the interruption of the electron emission during insertion is not what we want.
Robust EEP for hot plasmas (deep SOL)
Schneider et al. developed a robust EEP consisting of a "loop" of Highly Orientated Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) on which an HOPG probe pin is mounted [24, [90] [91] [92] ] (see Fig. 3 ). Only the tip of this pin will be in contact with the plasma and will be covered by a layer of titanium carbide. More details on the construction will be published later [24] .
This EEP is made of Highly Orientated Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), which has strongly different values of electric resistivity and heat conduction in directions perpendicular to each other: The two "legs" of the HOPG "loop" are adjusted parallel to the layer plane (002) so that the heating current through the legs will not produce much heat there. In the crosslink between the two legs the layer direction is 001 with an electric resistivity 5000 times higher so that in this short part most of the electric heating will take place. In the centre of this cross link the actual probe pin is inserted in a hole. The crystal layer in this pin is directed in such a way (002) that the heat conductivity along its axis is highest so that the heat produced in the crosslink will be transported easily towards the end of the pin. This probe will eventually be inserted into the graphite case of the so-called New Probe Head (NPH) together with other diagnostic tools and only the last 3 mm of the pin will protrude from the front side of the graphite case. Further publications on the NPH will follow [93] .
Electron Screening Probes (ESP)
The Katsumata probe
As mentioned above, an EPS can work properly only in strong magnetic fields since their principle is based on the
Low electric resistivity
High electric resistivity High heat conductivity TiC coating Fig. 3 . Schematic presentation of the EEP of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) for usage in the deep SOL of MSTs (from Schneider et al. [24] ). The blue arrows suggest the strongly different electric resistivity of HOPG in the two main directions of the graphite crystal lattice. The red arrow shows the direction of high heat conductivity from the HOPG "loop" upward to the actual probe pin whose tip will be covered by a layer of titanium carbide (see Tab. 1 in [24] ).
strong difference between the gyro radii of electrons and ions in a conventional magnetized plasma. The gyro radius r i,e of an singly charged ion/electron in a magnetic field B is usually given by the following relation:
Here v th i,e is the thermal velocity of ion/electrons and Ω i,e = eB/m i,e is the cyclotron frequency of the particles. For equal temperatures T i ∼ = T e , the ratio between the gyro radii r i /r e is given by m i /m e , which comes down Fig. 4 . Principle of a Katsumata probe [29, 30] . Due to the strongly different gyro radii of electrons and ions in a magnetic field, in such a configuration the electrons can -ideallynot reach the collector, whereas the ions can. By shifting the collector up and down inside the screening tube, the perpendicular energy distribution of the ions can be scanned. Due to drift effects, in reality also electrons can reach the collector, which is essential for using ESPs as PPPs.
to 43 or 61 for protium or deuterium, respectively. As we have seen above, for a typical SOL plasma of deuterium with B = 1 T and T i ∼ = T e ∼ = 50 eV the electron gyro radius r e ∼ = 16.8 µm, while r i ∼ = 1.02 mm. For T i ∼ = T e ∼ = 100 eV we get r e ∼ = 23.7 µm and r i ∼ = 1.44 mm. Obviously, however, these values of the gyro radii are only average values since both the particle velocities and the pitch angle of the particles' velocity vectors with the magnetic field lines have distributions. While the particle velocities will more or less be Maxwell-distributed, the pitch angle can vary between 0
• and 90
• . The principle of a Katsumata probe [29, 30] , which all ESPs are based on, is shown in Figure 4 (see also [94] [95] [96] ). We note that this principle is actually only described in Katsumata's latter work [30] .
To screen off electrons from the collector, while not overly hamper the ions, its retraction depth h inside the screening tube must obviously be larger than 2r e but smaller than 2r i . We note that Katsumata called his probe "ion sensitive probe" since the probe was supposed to be sensitive only for ions. We, however, prefer to call such probes Electron-Screening Probes (ESP) since we try to realise an equality of the magnitudes of j es and j is by screening off the major part of the electron current density.
The Ball-Pen Probe (BPP)
The fact that in spite of the geometrical screening effect, also some electrons can always reach the collector due to drift effects is the rationale of the BPP developed by (see Fig. 5 ). This fact makes it possible to realise the second principle to render an I p -V p characteristic of a probe symmetric and its floating potential V fl,sp approximately equal to the plasma potential Φ pl , as schematically shown in Figure 1 by the blue dotted line. In this case the relation between V fl,sp of the BPP (as one type of an ESP) and Φ pl becomes: [25, 26] . In contrast to the Katsumata probe the screening tube is made of ceramic and the head of the collector is conical for a finer adjustment of the magnitudes of the effective electron and ion currents to the collector.
By shifting the collector (see Fig. 5 ) in and out of the screening tube both (thus by varying h), the effective collecting areas of the BPP for electrons, A ep , and for ions, A ip , can be varied over a wide range -though not completely independent from each other. When h is made negative, i.e., when the collector starts protruding from the ceramic screening tube, the BPP will act as a usual CLP.
As we have seen in Section 1.2, only in very exotic plasmas the electron current density |j es | is not much larger than the ion current density |j is |. And even differences of the effective collecting areas A pe and A pi for electron and ions, respectively, in strong magnetic fields will not alter this inequality very much (see Sect. 1.3). But with the BPP, by varying h, for the first time A pe and A pi can be varied sufficiently so that the above mentioned equality of the electron and ion currents |j es A pe (h)| ∼ = |j is A pi (h)| can be achieved. It is noteworthy that Adámek et al.'s investigations showed that for many cases the actual value of h has no great influence on the principle functionality of a BPP, i.e., in the CASTOR tokamak for instance, for B = 1.3 T and T e ∼ = T i ∼ = 10 eV, h could be varied between 0.5 ≤ h ≤ 2.0 mm while the floating potential V fl,sp remained around Φ pl [25] .
The BPP has been used by Adámek et al. in various types of magnetised plasmas [25] [26] [27] 85, and has proven its value many times, recently even in nonmagnetised plasmas [118] .
Besides the BPP, two other types of ESPs have been developed to measure the plasma potential directly: these are plug probes [119, 120] and baffled probes [121] [122] [123] [124] . Also these probes work only in strong magnetic fields, where there is a strong difference between the gyro radii of electrons and ions, utilizing special geometries to screen off the major part of the electron current from the probe collector to render the magnitude of the electron current approximately equal to that of the ion current. These probes have, however, not yet been used in toroidal fusion experiments, as far as we know.
Bunker probe, type 1, BUP1
One problem with a BPP is that it has to be aligned quite precisely perpendicularly to the magnetic field B to work properly. To avoid this drawback, Costea et al. [28] , developed the so-called BUnker Probe (BUP), whose collector floats on the plasma potential for a large range of angles with respect to B (see Fig. 6 ).
Costea chose the name "Bunker probe" for its resemblance with a real bunker as it can still be found for instance on the island of Texel for Netherlands' coastal defence in WW II. In case of such a bunker the slit in the outer wall made it possible for a gun to pivot its barrel over a wide range to rake it with gunfire.
The slit in the BUP and the slant of the collector inside the cylindrical graphite case with respect to the axis of the cylinder make it possible that in principle for a range from β = 0
• to 90
• between the cylinder axis and B, electrons are prevented from reaching the collector whereas ions can reach it. This is shown schematically in Figure 7 [28] .
In a comprehensive comparison with a BPP, carried out in the Linear Magnetic Plasma Device (LMPD) at the Jožef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia, [28] , it could be shown that the floating potential V fl,sp,BUP of the BUP remains constant at least for an angular range of
30
• ≤ β ≤ 90
• with respect to B whereas the floating potential V fl,sp,BPP of the BPP started to become more positive for angles below 60
• , approaching the normal floating potential V fl,cp of a CLP as the opening of the BPP became directly accessible for electrons. The magnetic field of the LMPD was varied between 0.1 and 0.3 T.
Bunker probe, type 2, BUP2
To circumvent the limitation of BUP1 that it can register only particles from one side (see Fig. 7 ), in the meantime Costea [125] carried on the development of this type of probe to make it sensitive to particles from all sides. Figure 8 (Fig. 3.9 in [125] ) shows the latest design of BUP2. Preliminary results of tests of the BUP2 in the LMPD, Jožef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia, and comparison with a CLP are also shown (see Figs. 9 and 3.11 in [125] ).
By virtually rotating the probe around the slit, a design has been found which allows the probe to collect charged particles from a 2π solid angle in front of the probe. In this new configuration, the slit turns into an orifice and the slanted collector turns into a ring with triangular crosssection (see Fig. 8 , taken from [125] ).
In the I p -V p characteristics of BUP2 Costea observed that the electron current to the collector of BUP2 is considerably reduced, to the point where it is comparable to the ion current, regardless of the orientation of the probe with respect to B. The I p -V p characteristics of a cylindrical CLP Langmuir probe are shown in the bottom-left graph of Figure 9 for comparison. The collected ion current of BUP2 is small for the lower values of B (blue curves) but the ion collection improves for higher values of B (red curves), suggesting a geometrical dependence of BUP2 on the ion gyro radius. By comparing the ion saturation currents of BUP2 and the Langmuir probe (LP), it was observed that the collected ion current of BUP2 is one order of magnitude smaller than of the CLP, suggesting that the chosen sizes of the orifice or of BUP2 are not yet optimal for the trajectories of charged particles in the investigated magnetized plasma of the LMPD.
By comparing the averaged readouts of the floating potential (in Fig. 9 called V f ) of BUP2 with the values of the floating potentials and the plasma potentials obtained from the I p -V p characteristics of the Langmuir probe, it was observed that the floating potential of BUP2 is not close to the plasma potential even though the electron current has been reduced considerably to being comparable in magnitude with the ion current. This effect can be due to the screening also of ions as it can be seen from the magnitude of the ion saturation current from the I p -V p characteristics of BUP2 compared to the ones from the Langmuir probe. The screening of ions will be investigated in future constructions of BUP2 and particle-in-cell simulations will be carried out in order to improve its design.
It can be expected that the design of the BUP2 (see Fig. 9 , taken from [125] ) will also be suitable for flushmounting the probe into the wall of an MST or into divertor tiles, where particularly in case the magnetic field is usually not parallel to the wall. Further investigations of this type of PPP are under way. 
Conclusion
While the plasma potential is arguably the most important plasma parameter, it is not easy to measure it with the necessary good time and spatial resolution. Especially for investigations of turbulence and transport in hot plasmas a reliable knowledge of the electric field would be highly desirable, for which the spatial profile of the plasma potential should be determined with sufficient reliability. Plasma probes are relatively easy and inexpensive diagnostic tools, but from conventional Cold Langmuir Probes the plasma potential can only be derived indirectly and only in a Maxwellian plasma. The floating potential of a probe is the most easily measured parameter, also with high temporal and spatial resolution. On the other hand, the floating potential of a Cold Langmuir Probe is of not much use since it depends also on the electron temperature which in turn is not known reliably enough or shows strong spatial and temporal variations. We have therefore directed our efforts to probes whose floating potential is equal, or at least close, to the plasma potential. This review presents recent developments of such Plasma Potential Probes of which two types appear promising: Electron-Emissive Probes and Electron Screening Probes. Both types have the potential to produce a symmetric current-voltage characteristic which, at the same time, means that their floating potential is in principal equal to the plasma potential. The former type of probe, the Electron-Emissive Probe, operates also in non-Maxwellian plasmas, while the latter type of probe, the Electron Screening Probe, usually requires a strong magnetic field to work properly.
As for Electron-Emissive Probes we have succeeded to design a type which, on one side, is very robust to withstand also strong particle fluxes, while on the other side it can produce a very strong emission current making it applicable also in hot plasmas, such as for instance, the edge region of toroidal fusion experiments or hazardous technical deposition plasmas [23, 24, 90] .
As for Electron Screening Probes we were successful to develop new types which do not require a very precise alignment with the magnetic field, which makes them applicable in devices with complicated magnetic field configurations or quickly varying magnetic fields [28] . Magnetic island formation in tokamaks or stellarators as such are examples where such probes can find their best fields of application. Author contribution statement C. I. conceived the presented idea and wrote the manuscript with support from R. Sch. B. S. S. developed and constructed the Electron-Emissive Probe (EEP) and carried out the first tests of it. S. C. developed the BUnker Probe (BUP), tested it and proved its experimental suitability. O. V. contributed to the data acquisition system which will be used. J. K. and T. G. collaborated and contributed to the tests of the BUP by S. C., V. N. and J. J. R. made essential contributions to the formalism of the equations. N. V. and M. S. contributed to the discussion of the presented results and developments and to the composition of the manuscript. R. St. made essential contributions to the development of the EEP and hardware for the data acquisition. All authors contributed to the discussion of the presented results and developments and to the composition of the manuscript.
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